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This article surveys the links between regular languages and the class NC’, showing their import- 
ance in the classification of the fine structure of this parallel complexity class. Logical character- 
izations of these two classes are given in which the only difference lies in the use of arbitrary 
numerical predicates in the circuit case. It is also shown that there is a unique maximal class of 
numerical predicates which allows us to define only regular languages. Several characterizations of 
this class are given. 
0. Introduction 
Logical formulas have long been used to describe regular languages. Biichi [S] was 
the first to establish a connection between finite automata and logic, by showing that 
languages recognized by finite automata are exactly those which can be defined in the 
weak monadic second-order theory of symbolic logic. This work was later refined by 
McNaughton and Papert [14], Thomas [Zl] and Straubing et al. [ZO], among others, 
to describe certain classes of regular languages. 
Complexity classes have also been given logical characterizations. In particular, 
Immerman [lo] (see also [9,2]) showed that languages in the nonuniform parallel 
complexity class AC0 are exactly those definable by first-order sentence with added 
logical relations. These new relations define arbitrary subsets of Nk, for k>, 1. Using 
connections between circuit classes and programs over finite monoids, Barrington et 
al. [2] (see also [17]) have extended this characterization to other subclasses of NC’. 
In their logical formalism they introduced predicates of arbitrary arity whose truth 
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value depended only on the numerical value of the variables and on the length of the 
word. 
In this article we will examine the important role of regular languages in the study 
of the fine structure of the complexity class NC’. A complete survey of this area is 
beyond the scope of this paper; we will instead concentrate on the logical descriptions 
of these languages and stress the relevance of these descriptions. 
1. Preliminaries 
1.1. Languages und r.eluti0n.s ,fbonl ,fhmilas 
Let us introduce the logical formalism we will work with. 
A k-ray predicate R on the variables s,, . . . ,. Y is said to be numericul if it defines k 
a subset Nk. For example the unary predicate PRIME(x), which is true iff s is a prime, 
is numerical. So is the 3-ary predicate PLUS(x, , x2, .x3), which is true iff x1 +.x2 =x3. 
All formulas will be built up from: 
l variables: .x ,_,-,...; r - 
l special symbol: card; 
l unary letter predicates: Qa. for ue.4; 
l a class ‘5” of numerical predicates of arbitrary arity: 
0 logical connectives: i, V , A ; 
l ordinary quantifier: 3; 
l modular quantifiers: 3;, for q 3 1 and 0 <c < q. 
The special modular quantifiers were introduced by Straubing et al. [20] in order to 
give a logical characterization of the solvable monoid languages. 
Thejfirsf-order t/reor_r of% is the class of formulas obtainable from the above with 
the use of the quantifier 3. This theory will be denoted by Th, [%‘,QA]. The class of 
formulas obtained from the above with the use of the quantifiers 3; (and with 3) is 
called the modular theor), of ‘t (,jrst-order modular theory of %) and is denoted by 
%,od [g > QA ](I% I + mod [%, QA]). Finally the weak monadic second-order theor]! of%- is 
the class of formulas obtainable from the above with the use of finite set variable 
X, Y, Z, . . . , together with set membership SEX and the quantifier 3 bounding both 
types of variables. This last class will be denoted by Thz [Kc, QA]. 
Let A be a finite alphabet (all alphabets in this paper are finite), A* denotes the set of 
all finite length words over this alphabet. A subset of A* is called a languayr. 
Formulas are evaluated over words in A*. Variables are interpreted as positions in 
the word and set variables as sets of positions. These are numbered from 0 and the 
special symbol curd is identified as the cardinality of the set of positions in the word 
(i.e. the length of the word). Numerical predicates thus have their obvious interpreta- 
tion, as does set membership .uEX. The predicate Qa(.x) is true for a word w over the 
alphabet A iff the letter in position .x of H‘ is an LI. A word 1%’ over the alphabet A is said 
to satisfy a sentence 4 (written M‘ + 4) if 4 is true when interpreted over $11. The set of 
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all words over A* satisfying C#J will be denoted by L,. The quantifier 3 has its usual 
interpretation. The formula 3’,(x,, . . . ,xk)4(x1, . . . , xk) will be true for a word w iff the 
number of vectors of positions (i i ,..., &)E{O, . . . . Iw(-~}~ is congruent to cmodq. 
Example 1.1. Let A = {a, bl. The formula 
3x3:y(PRIME(x) A QO(.x) A (y<x) A Qb(y) A EVEN(card)) 
defines the set of words over A* of even length which have an “a” in a position which is 
a prime number such that the word before this “a” has an odd number of “b’s 
Note that card is a number, so it may be used inside a numerical predicate. This 
allows us to use in a formula a single fixed numerical predicate whose interpretation 
changes with words of different length. 
For each theory Tk and each class %? of numerical predicates, Tk[V, QA](A*) will 
denote the class of languages of A* definable by formulas in Tk[V, QA]. 
We will now define the quantifier depth of a formula in Tk, +mod [‘X, QA]. In order 
to do this, we introduce the congruential quantifiers 3f,, which behave as the modular 
quantifiers except that we count threshold t and modulo q. Let T and Q be the sets of 
integers 30 and 3 1, respectively; and let E be the empty sequence in (T x Q)*. Then 
l C,[%, QA] is the class of quantifier free formulas. 
Let +Tx Q)* and (t, q)ETx Q, then 
l C n.Ct.qJ [%, QA] is the class of formulas which are boolean combinations of formulas 
of the form 3:.,(x1, . ,&)<(_xi, . . . ,&), where igZ,[%;, QA] and xi, . . . ,xk are free 
variables in <. 
Note that the quantification is done over a vector of variables. 
We may also use formulas to define subsets of Nk. Indeed a formula with k free 
variables and without any letter predicates defines a subset of Nk in a natural way. 
Example 1.2. The formula 3~y((y<x,) A l(x2<xl)) defines the subset 
(1,1)+(2,2)@ t-(0, l)@ of N2. 
Note that the formula 3$y(xl <y) has no sense if interpreted in N. So we will 
require that quantified variables be bounded above by free variables. We could also 
simply say that such formulas are false (or true), this would not change any of the 
results mentioned here. 
As for languages, Tk[%]( Nk) will denote the class of subsets of Nk definable by 
formulas in Tk[%]. 
1.2. Rutional and recognizable sets 
A monoid M is a set equipped with an associative binary operation (or product) and 
an identity element, denoted 1,. Note that A* is a monoid (called the free monoid) 
with catenation as product and empty word as identity element. The set Nk is also 
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a monoid with componentwise addition as operation and 0 vector as identity element. 
A group is a monoid in which every element y has a unique inverse g-r such that 
YY . -‘cl 
The class of rutional subsets of a monoid M, denoted by Rar(M), is the least class of 
subsets of M containing the finite subsets of M and closed under finite union, product, 
and star. Recall that the star of a subset X of M, denoted by X*, is the submonoid of 
M generated by X. 
In commutative monoids we usually use an additive notation. Thus in Nk, X Y 
becomes X + Y, and X * becomes X @. 
Given two monoids M and N, a morphism 4: M+ N is a map such that 
(mlm,)~=(m,~)(m,q5)foreverym 1, m2 E M, and 1 M 4 = 1 .V (we often write rn4 instead 
of 4 (4 ). 
A subset S G M is said to be recognizable if there is a morphism (6: M+N, where 
N is a finite monoid, and a subset R c N such that S= R4- ‘. The class of recognizable 
subsets of M is denoted by Ret(M). Recognizable subsets of the free monoid A* are 
called recognizable languages. 
In finitely generated free monoids the classes of recognizable and of rational subsets 
coincide and are usually called regular. 
Theorem 1.3 (Kleene [l 11). For everyjnite alphabet A Rec(A*)=Rat(A*). 
Kleene’s Theorem is only valid for finitely generated free monoids and is not true in 
general. 
Fact 1.4. Rec( N “) c Rat( N k), ,for k 2 2. 
Here “c” denotes proper inclusion. A typical example of a subset of Nk which is 
rational but not recognizable is (1,. , l)@. 
Recognizable subsets of N have a simple description in terms of congruences. Recall 
that a congruence over a monoid M is an equivalence relation which is compatible 
with the multiplication in M. 
For t 3 0, and 4 3 1, we define the congruence jlt,q over N by: x y,, 4 J’ iff x < t implies 
x = J’; and x 3 t implies J’ > t and x z 4’ (mod 4). The following fact is part of the folklore 
of formal language theory. 
Fact 1.5. A subset S of N is recognizable $ it is a jinite union of congruence classes 
;t,.q jkw some t 30, q> 1. 
The combinatorial complexity of a recognizable language is captured by the 
algebraic complexity of the “simplest” monoid recognizing it. Here by “simpler” we 
mean the morphic image of a submonoid (i.e. monoid division). We may thus use this 
to give an algebraic classification of the regular languages. Eilenberg [6] has shown 
that the correct level for this classification is that of “varieties”. 
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A variety of finite monoids is a class of finite monoids which is closed under direct 
products and division. 
The class of all finite monoids is trivially a variety and is denoted by M. For any 
finite monoid M there are always integers t>O and q3 1 such that M satisfies the 
equation x’+¶ = X’ (i.e. for all rn~M : WI*+~ = m’). If t =0 then M is a group and the class 
of all finite groups is a variety which is denoted by G. If q= 1 then M is said to be 
aperiodic-M has no subgroups other than the trivial one-and the class of all finite 
aperiodic monoids is a variety denoted A. A group is said to be solvable if it contains 
no nonabelian simple groups. The class of all finite solvable groups is a variety 
denoted Gsol. The variety of solvable monoids, denoted Msol, is the class of finite 
monoids which have only solvable subgroups. 
To each variety of monoids V, and each alphabet A is associated the set A*Y of 
languages over the alphabet A recognized by monoids in V. 
The works of Biichi [S], McNaughton and Papert [14], and Straubing et al. [20] 
have shown that the languages defined by natural classes of formulas correspond to 
natural varieties. 
Theorem 1.6. For each alphabet A 
(a) Th, [ <](A*)= A*&‘; 
(b) Rn,,C<l(A*~=A*~s,,; 
(C) Thl+ mod [ <](A*)=A*.&,,,; 
(d) ThZ [ < ](A*) = A*,{[. 
One may further refine Theorem 1.6(c) by considering the exact quantifier depth of 
the formulas (see [7]). 
1.3. Boolean circuit lunguuges 
A boolean circuit is a directed acyclic graph, with one root, whose nodes (also called 
gates) are labeled by boolean functions. If the input alphabet is A then the leaves of the 
circuit compute input functions of the form “Xi=a”, for a letter UEA. Given a word 
WEA* the input function “xi=a” outputs a “l”, if the letter in position i of the word 
w is the letter “a”, and outputs “0” otherwise. All the other gates in the circuit are 
labeled with the usual boolean functions AND, OR, NOT. We also consider circuits 
with MOD,,, (and CONG,.,,,) gates which output “1” if and only if the sum of the 
inputs is congruent to c (threshold t and) modulo 4. 
Since we are interested in languages, each circuit has exactly one output gate (i.e. the 
root). A single boolean circuit usually computes over words of the same length. The 
subset of A” accepted or recognized by a circuit C, is the set of words of length n for 
which C, outputs a 1. A language LEA* is said to be recoynized by a sequence of 
circuits (C,),,, if the circuit C, accepts the subset Ln A”. 
The depth of a circuit is the length of the longest path from the root to the leaves. Its 
@-in is the maximum input arity of the nodes, and its size is the total number of 
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nodes. We are usually interested in the asymptotic growth of depth and size in terms 
of the size of the inputs. For example, a sequence (C,),,, of circuits is of polynomial 
size if there is a polynomial p(x) such that for each n 20 the size of the circuit C, is less 
than or equal to p(n). 
We consider the following classes of sequences of circuits: 
(a) AC0 is the class of sequences of circuits of polynomial size, constant depth, and 
arbitrary fan-in, with internal nodes labeled AND, OR, NOT. 
(b) CC0 is the class of sequences of circuits of polynomial size, constant depth, and 
arbitrary fan-in, with internal nodes labeled MOD:, for q3 1, O<p< q. 
(c) ACC’ is the class of sequences of circuits of polynomial size, constant depth, and 
arbitrary fan-in, with internal nodes labeled AND, OR, NOT, and MOD;, for q3 1, 
Odp<q. 
(d) NC’ is the class of sequences of circuits of polynomial size, logarithmic depth, 
and constant fan-in, with internal nodes labeled AND, OR, NOT. 
For each of these circuit classes V;, and for each alphabet A, A*%? is the set of 
languages over the alphabet A recognized by circuits in %?. 
It is easy to verify the inclusions A*AC’ c A*ACC’, A*CC’ E A*ACC’, and 
A*ACC’ G A*NC’. However, as opposed to monoid recognizable language classes, 
very little else is known. The main separation result concerning these classes was given 
by Furst et al. [7] and independently by Ajtai Cl], who showed that the subset of 
{O, 1j* consisting of words having 0 mod 2 “1”s (which is trivially in (0, l}*CC’), is 
not in {0, l)*AC’. This result can extended to larger alphabets. 
Theorem 1.7. For euch alphabet A 
(a) A*AC’g A*ACC’; and 
(b) A*AC’c A*ACC’. 
The circuit language classes we have described have a very nice description in 
symbolic logic. Let gal, denote the class of all numerical predicates of arbitrary arity. 
The results of the following theorem are either contained in the works of Immerman 
[lo], Gurevich and Lewis [9], and of Barrington et al. [Z] or can be deduced from it. 
Theorem 1.8. For each alphabet A 
(a) T/ii [%Tal,](A*)= A*AC’; 
(b) Thmod [%,,,](A*)= A*ACC’; 
(C) Th, +mod [gallI( A*ACC’; 
(d) Thz [%,,,](A*) 2 A*NC’. 
Note that in (d) we only have a one way inclusion. Lynch [12] has shown that 
7’hz [PLUS, Q,,,] contains the class NTIME(O(n)). 
As for monoid recognizable languages, one may refine Theorem 1.8(c) (see [17]). 
Let 
l ACCF(NC’) be the class of languages which are recognized by families of constant 
size circuits using AND, OR and NOT gates. 
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Note that constant size implies constant fan-in, so in the above definition we may 
assume that the fan-in is 2. 
Given ~CE(TX Q)* and (t, q)E TX Q, let 
l ACC’ n,(f,qI(NCo) be the class of languages L such that Ln A” is a constant size 
boolean combination of languages of the form 
where O<c<t+q, each LiEACC~U{A’-‘UA”-‘lj~[n], SEA} and r(n) is bounded 
above by a polynomial in II. 
Theorem 1.9. Let A be a finite alphabet and let XE(TX Q)*, with IX\>, 1. Then 
EnPa,,, QAI(A*)=A*ACC:(NC~). 
2. Predicates defining recognizable languages 
As we have seen in the previous section, monoid- and circuit-recognizable lan- 
guages have very similar logical characterizations. The only difference being in the use 
of nonuniform numerical predicates in the circuit case. This is not a mere coincidence. 
Monoid recognizable languages form in fact a super-uniform version on the class 
NC ‘. Furthermore, we can show [13,16,17] that for the circuit classes considered 
here: if any two can be separated then they can be separated by a monoid-recognizable 
language. We also know how to separate the monoid-recognizable classes considered 
here. We are thus interested in characterizing the monoid-recognizable languages in 
the different circuit classes. This is summed up by the following conjecture which is 
due to Barrington et al. [2]. 
Conjecture. For each theory Tk, there exists a class of numerical predicates %? suck 
that for eack alphabet A, with IA(>2, we have Tk[Va,,,Q,](A*)nRat(A*)= 
TkCg, QAI(A*). 
In order to solve this conjecture we should first ask the following question. 
Question. For each theory Tk and each alphabet A, what are the maximal classes %? of 
numerical predicates suck that Tk [%?, QA](A*) E Rec(A*)? 
This question has been answered in [17]. 
Theorem 2.1. There exists a unique maximal class grnax of numerical predicates suck 
that for any class %? of numerical predicates 
(a) Tk, [%?, QA](A*) G Rec(A*) o % G %‘,,,,X. 
(b) Tk,,,[%?,Q,](A*)sRec(A*) 0 g&C-,,,,,. 
(C) Tk, + mod [%T, QA](A*) c Rec(A*) o V E %?,,,ax. 
(d) Tkz [%?, QA](A*) c Rec(A*) o % G Wm,,. 
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We may actually give several characterization of the class %,,,. 
Theorem 2.2. The class Kmax consists of the numerical predicates definable in the 
first-order modular theory of” < “. 
We may also give a quantifier-free version of this class. 
The languaye qfcongruence arithmetic, denoted by 9%-d, is the set of formulas 
obtained using: 
l variables: x1, .x2, s3, . . . . 
0 logical connectives: i, V, A ; 
l unary predicates: C,,,,,, for t>O, q3 1, and O<n<t+q; 
l binary predicates: Dn,r.q, for t>O, q> 1, and O<n<t+q. 
The predicate C,,,,.q (x) is true iff _Y yt. 4 n (for the definition of the congruence yr,q see 
Section 1.2) and the predicate Dn.r.q(.~,~) is true iff S>J and C,,,,,(x-~‘-1). 
Let %‘,,8 denote the class of numerical predicates definable in the language of 
congruence arithmetic. 
Theorem 2.3. The class grnax is the class ‘G,,,. 
Corollary 2.4. Any fbrmula in the ,first-order modular theory (weak monadic second- 
order theorql) without any letter predicates is logically equivalent to a quantijer-free 
,formula in the lanyuage ?f congruence arithmetic. 
Corollary 2.5. Formulas in the language af‘congruence arithmetic are closed under both 
ordinary and modular quant[fication. 
Let _Y%&(FUk) denote the set of subsets of Nk definable in the language of 
congruence arithmetic. 
Theorem 2.6. Rec(RJ’k)C LPK.d(Nk)c Rat(Nk),,for ka.2. 
A typical example of a set which is rational but not definable in the language of 
congruence arithmetic is given by the graph of the numerical predicate PLUS. 
We may actually characterize the subsets of Nk in the class Y%,d (see [16]). 
3. Conclusion 
We have given logical descriptions of both regular languages and circuit languages 
in the class NC’. We have also discussed the importance of the regular languages in 
the study of the fine structure of the class NC’. We believe that the class of numerical 
predicates defined by formulas in the language of congruence arithmetic is exactly the 
one needed to answer the main conjecture of Section 2. One can give an exact 
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description of the languages described by formulas in Thl +,,d[%,ca, QA] ([17]), so 
a solution to this conjecture would solve most open questions about the fine structure 
of NC’. In particular, it would show the strict inclusions CC0 c ACC’ and 
ACC’ c NC’. It would also yield infinite hierarchies in CC0 and in ACC’ and would 
give new proofs of the results of Sipser [19] and Furst et al. [7]. 
It would be interesting to attack this conjecture for certain special cases. For 
example, by using automata-theoretic methods, one can show [ 171 that the conjecture 
is true for existential formulas. What if we restrict instead the class of numerical 
predicate %=,,  to be the class of predicates which define rational subsets of Wk (i.e. the 
first-order theory of PLUS [S]), or other interesting classes of numerical predicates, 
defining uniform versions of NC’ for example? 
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